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CmPTER I

DEFINITION OF TiiE PROSEEM
latrodttction. .

..

^

;

/

.

.file past few years a trend laas developed in, tlie olinieal,,

area of moclier and infant nursinf toward seelcittg to assiat in
meetxng the needs of all the family during the reproductive

■

cycle.^

■for"many years the main objectives,.of nuraing care in^ .

this area were centered^,. almost eoiapletely/ in the birth
process.:

Mortality rates were gradually reduced as the somatic,

aspects of birth were studied and improved.

Many nurses are

curxently hopxng to improve the care of mothers,and infants

furthe.r by piacxng emphas:is al.so on the psychosomatic aspects
. of rep.roductxoa.

This trend toward considerinf the psychosomat.ie as well
as the -somatic in planning ■ nursi-ng activities has influenced -

^Practical Approach to Trends In Maternity and Mewborn.
Nursxng (Minneapolis! University of Minnesota, 1953), p, 45.

all areas of nursing.

One nurse writess

It is the responsibility of nurses to investigate,
isolate, identify and apply the basic principles of
behavioral sciences as well as the physical sciences
for the performance of therapeutic activities for the
health and welfare of the patient and the prevention

of iilaess.^
The nurse involved xn mother and infant care must often

use the basic prxncxples of behavioral sciences as well as of ■

I^ysical scrences xn guxdxng famxlxes*

ohe frequently develops

a unique, intimate relationship with the mother, and shares the

problms of the famxiy. The nurse''s understanding, knowledge
and advice are of vaiuable assistance in helping reproduction
and the birth of a new baby to be a meaningful and pleasant
experience for every membex of the family ,
■

In order to gxve this assistance the nurse needs to

understand changes ^ich may resulfc in the family from reproduccion.

One of the members of many families is the child#

Itiat changes occur in his sensitive psychological areas at the
time a sibling is born?

This study endeavors to find out more

about these changes in the children of one locality

a

■

■

,

Harriet a. Coston, "Myocardial Infarctions The Stages
or Recovery and Hursing Care," Hursina Research, 9s 178,,
1960.

Fall,

statement .o.f. the l>rotolem

. Tbe purpose of tMs investigation was to see if# tlirougti '

the use of story projective fables, data could toe obtained .
about the changes in selected sensitive psychological areas of

the only child '\tien a sibling is bom*

Setting of the Study

Fifty children were selected from families living in

a community rapxdiy changing from agrxcalture to industry*

The ■

economic level of the families waS' approximately equal because • \

the fathers were employed as skilled wsrkmen.

The children were

able to speak English, were under six years of age, and had no
known, deformity.

Each was" the only child of an intact family,

with the parents living together, who anticipated the arrival of
a baby

'

Assumptions

■

■ ,

.

,

. .

. . ;

This study was based on the following initial, assumptions!

Cl)

There are significant changes in selected sensitive psycho

logical areas of an only child when a sibling is born and these
can be identified and measured.

(2)

The children selected did ■.

not have tratnaa which would influence their answers to the tests*

: ■

■■

.

■"

'■ ■

■ , -,4 ■ ■

Plan of Study

'■ : ■

.

.

Tlie laetlioa of study xncludcd the following steps s (1) a

review of previous and related studies for orientation to the
area and finding out. what previous research had heen completed,
■■ (2) the telling of story projective fables, ^ich tested the
.selected sensitive psychological areas, to fifty children soon /
before and six weeks alter the birth oi a sibling to determine

' the differences in the responses in these areas, (The Bespert ^
Fables were used for this study

See Appendix.),

(3) the

statistical analysis of the difference in the responses for
each area, and (4) making suggestions for the implementation of
the findings in mother and infant nursing.

.

limitations

. This investigation is a pilot study of a small population
. in one locality. Further study needs to be done previous to
generalization from the collected data.

The age of the populatxon, because of the tost utilised,
had to begin with children 'v&o were old enough to talk*

This , .

leaves a younger age group, whom research would suggest might ' ■
be affected even more.

.

;

■

Sewell, "Two Studies in Sibling Rivalrys 1. Some

Causes' of. dealousy in Young Children," Smith College. Studies.,.,.in
Social Work, ls20, September, 1930.

Tiie projective -^ables use<l "haTO been studied witb older
age groups by Feiscotto.' ■ Her findings witb young elewentary

scbool dhildren were used to interpret tbe responses of tbe "V
. cMldren in tnis investigation.

Further study of the use of

the story p^ojectrve fables with preschool children rs needed# .

definitions of Terms Used '

' '"

• .,

■ Mother and infant nursing#

Mother and infant nursing

or maternity nursing is the nursing care needed by the tfC>ffian

before#^ durrng and following pregnancy with consioeration of

■

her membership in the family, This really includes all mexabers
of the family unit.

Beproductive cycle.

,

Heproductxve cycle refers to the

time before, during and following pregnancy during which medical

assistsice is an important advantage in the preservation of. ■
■6

lielen E, Feixotto, "Popular Responses for the JDespert
fables," dournal of Clinical Fsvcholociv, 13s73, January, 1957;

and Helen E. Peixotto, "Rsliability of the despert Fables#, A
Story Completion Project!ve Test for Children," Journal of
Clinical Psvcholoav. 12s75, January, 1956.

^beonard M, Kimmel, "Providing Complete Maternity Care,"*
Hursing 'World. 132s83, February, 1958,

, %. Edward Davis and Catherine 1. Shecdsler# Obstetrics
for Kurses (Philadelphia! W, B. Saunders Company, 1957), p. 104,

SensifciTO psvcbolo,qicai areas. Sensitive psycliological
areas in tMs

pertain to tlie selected psfcliodj^mmics of

parental rejection, sibling rxv-air:^, dependence and aggression

Story proiectiw .fables*

Story projectiire fables are

sitnatlons presented to stimulate conversation by tbe child
so that he will unknowingly betray his feelings and ideas*

They are siisple so that the child can see himself in the ■

situation and interpret it xn the Irght of hxs personaiifcy,*^
Psvchodvnamie.

Fsychodynamic refers to the change
.

g' ■

and development of psychological processes.

^Ralph B» winn Ced»), Encyclopedia of .Child ...Quidanofe
(Hew York? The Philosophical hibrary, 1943), p* 328.

%am©s Mark Baldwin (ed.)# Dictionary of Philosophy
and gsvchology {W&w Yorks Peter Smith, 1940), IS, 382.

CHAtTEl II

KEVIEW OP EiaJEMTUKE

: Discussions of jealousy in tJie cliild and factors that ■

increase jealoasy in children of our culture are found in all.
.child psychology textbooks, i. nuraher of studies have been
■ made of behavior indicating jealousy in ciialdren at various •

■age levels, but research about the child*s feelings at the
actual time the sibling is born into the home is more dif
ficult to find,

■Tealousv in the Child

■

' .

. . Jealousy in the chxid rs based on hrs need for hxs

mother and her need for hxm,

Usually by tlie time he raaches

two he is having some emotional conflicts due to j ealousy over
■ ■ ■-

■

-

■ 1

hxs replaceability in hxs mother's affectxon.
■ ■

'IJwo social stimuli pose as threats to the child's

- posxtion in the mother's affection.

One is the arrxval of a .

new baby, and the other is the parent of the opposite sex,

hs

the boy grows, hxs relationship with hxs mother changes from

%eman" Vollmer, "Jealousy in Children," American Journal
of Orthopsvchiatrv. 16t660, October, 1946*

at of a dependent, baby to tbat of a boy ajnitating liis father

to be appreeiate<S by the mottieir as a member of the ■

ajifi

opposite sex.

All children begm# at this preschool age, to '

Imitate their parents of the same sex with the desire to be ;
acceptable to the parent of the opposite sex as a love partner,

When they are not, they feel anger toward one parent and
%

jealousy toward the other,'* '

'

'

Jealousy was Pound by Sewell to be closely related to

dependency,^ Children at the preschool age are beginning to .
identify with the parent of the same sex but,their dependency.
needs remarn strong at this age. Loss of support is painful to
the more dependent and they react with .strong jealousy.
Jealousy produces tension which may create a nmribei. of
reactions such as aggression, hostility, identification with the
rival, withdrawal, rex')rt,ssion, masochism and sublimation, fhese

reactions are woven together and rarely occur alone,^
Passing-jealousy was declared normal by .Po.ster, .He stated

that the little child craves attentipn'and idi.en. a younger sibling
arriyes.^ he concluded that, if this love is shared and the ol-der

-2

Anna Preud and Dorothy T. Burlingliam, War and Children
torFs Medical War Boohs, 1943), p, 56.

Sewell, "Two Studies in Sibling Rivalrys I, Some
Causes of Jealousy in Young Children," Smith College Studies
in.Social Work. ij20, September, 1930.
■'

4

'

■ '

"Vollmer, ©p, clt., p, 661*

■

/■

-

, .•

■ ;

■

■

: ■' V , ■

,. f- . ,

cbiM does mt find the new brother or sister something that

deprives him compietely of mother's love, he will not have

difficulty.®

,

-

.

■

OTealonsy is part of the maturing experiences of a chxld
He should not have to hide it«

■ . .

■

■

:

Many notable investigations of jealousy expressed in
sibling rivalry have been coji^leted by hevy.

He found that

the feelings of the child could be studied through play if it
were organised enough to produce a controlled situation, yet
flexible■enough to allow a variety of behavior,

meaning

of the behavior was then determined by a study of the purpose

ful activity. In play situations constructed to reveal sibling
rivalry, the response of the older child to another motherchild combination wa.s almost always hostile and revealed an

urge to destroy by biting, crushing or tearing.

Even at the

three or four-year-old level certain inhibitions were also

seen ifdiich allowed only partial release of hostility, i^hich
were based, on the fear of the consequences,

h. child almost

always followed the hostile act with self-redeeming behavior.'^ •
%, Foster, '"h Study of the Personality lineup and Social
Setting of fifty .Jealous Children,** Mental Hygiene, 11s77,
January, 1927.
Vollmer, gp,. clt.. p. 669.

^ ■

M, ,hevy, "'Hostile Patterns in Sibling Kivalry Bxperi' American, Journal of Orthopsvchiatry, 6s233, April, 1936.

Once the hostile act had been completed, the'.-behsvior of the _ ,
Older child toward the younger tended to improve.

■ ,

Jtevy, and several others also investigated jealousy and

•

sibling rivalry in more primitive cultures. JEven'.thdugh. the^

■,

pattern of the sxbling rrvalry acts varied with the child, ^ bevy
concluded that the iggressive response to the new baby was so

typical that it rrusn be a consaon feature of family life,^ Levy
began studying the uni versality of the phenomenon of sxbling
rivalry^ by extending his o jservations to more primxtxvo groups.
He fomd tnal:

the sxblxrg exp«<.rxexice was deoxctcd to the

older child through dolls with the nursxiig doll baby at the
mother doll's breast, sibling rivalry ms, as real to the primx-

txve ch*ld as to the American child.

He a.'^iCiuded in his studies, ., ,

primitive cultures of both patriarchal and matriarchal groups.
After tl ese studies Levy suggested that sibling rivalry was a

■ unxversal experience wheneve.r a mother had more than one child.
■ . llhile Levy considered the arrxvai of a'new baby as a very

cood^ example of..a frustxatxng situatio.n in which hostxlxty may

^Ibxd.

-

•

. %. M. Levy, "The Hostile Act," gsvcholonical Review,
48s358, July, 1941.

.

Levy, "Sibling Rivalry Studies in Children of . . ,' . '- Primitive Croups," American Journal of Orthopsvchiatrv J^214,
January, 1939,
11 ■

/

B, M. Levy, "The Hostile Act," loc. ext. •

1%
1.1

'develop,

Bbuicj mid'Uentf qwes'tioae# tlie existeii.ce of hos-

txlity -itt the oiaet child alone,,■ and investigated the .flow Of ■
hostility in.'two filaga fawilies in otden. to .find ont,.ifthe
youngen sihling.were as resentfnl a.S'the older, fhey concluded
that.rivalry fo.r,the iriother was experssed hy all the children
, -12 ■ ■

and that the .rivalry ms syHsaetrical and ■ reciprocal ...

, Henry .reported ■ sihlxng jealousy among the Eopi ehlldren
to he very-potent,, yet indirect. He attributed this indi.-re.ction
■13
to parental pressures,,

■

'■ - '■ ■

Some cultures seem to provide for the re.duction of feeling

among .siblings through symbolism*

Paul observed a ceremony .in a

sSuatemalen Indian village.in which, to avert the^ death of the

'newborn,, the Vi.llage of "San .-fedro hilled a-chicken by .beating ■
it against the hack of an.older child,

the older child was then

served the .chicken with a warning to- keep from eating his little '
brother -or' -sister. ' Paul considered this a- release from pressure

'lievy, '*fhe Ho-stile hct.,'* loc* cit..*

.
Henry and.Z* Henry, "Symmetrical and Reciprocal Hos
tility in Sibling Rivalry," American Journal of Orthopsvchiatry^
12:26, April, 1942.
13

William 1. Henry, "Thermatic Appreception technique in

the Study of Culture-personality Relatioa-s,-" Qenetic Psychologi
cal Monographs. 35:66, February, 1947,

12

fey symbolia expression in. a social system tfeafc empliasiaes

14

■

'

after stadies of <3.ifferent primitive caltareSii

S'PProved of symfeolism in . rearing children and especially in-

. sifeling ..relationships.»

She ashed that more stiady fee made:, of

different child-rearing practices, including our own, for com

parative study.# . She coacluded that .
, wore sy»ifoQlic practices' in
■ child-rearxng tend to produce,adults-^o are more .creative,:.

Mead suggested that long transitional periods with the gradual
separation, of the child from parents#, found .in some primitive

cultures, allows or makes possible layers of integration in the
15

child which are optimal.

dealousy appears, in-our. own culture and in■most primitive
cultures investigated,

Apparently the major causative factor is

the .ominous meaning the birth of a sibling convey.s to' the child,, .
Factors Miich Influence Jealousy in the Child of our Culture

Probably one of the most important causative factors of

jealousy in the child is brought out/ in a study by Baldwin," 'a.e- ■
found in rating forty-six mothers /at the Fels "^'search 'Xnstitute

■ - ■

■ 1" J,

,

-Benjamen E, Paul, "Syitibolic Sibling Rivalry in a Giiate-

iralen Indian Village," American Anthropologist. 52i218, AprilJune, ■1350.

^^Margaret Mead, "Age Patterning and Personality Develop-

American. Journal of Or Chopsvchiatrv. 17 s 240, April, 1947,

.■

■

,■

■, 1:3

^ significant change in the child~ceatere<aness of the mother
^mrxng pregnancy ana an even greater and more permanent change
after the pregnancy♦

■f ^

\

•

•

Thxs change of xnterest in the mother

is a real loss to the child and cannot he softened ny teilxng

,

the child heforehand xhat this will happen.

Gottemoller noted whether the jealous and non-jealous
children she studied had been prepared fox the birth of the

sibling apd their subsequent relationship to hxm.
no such relationship could be shown,

Statistically

The children who showed

.sibling rivalry and those who adjusted readily to the sibling
w®re about equal in relation to preparation,

'^he identified a

much closer connection between parent*s relationships with the '
child and the child's ability to adjust. If the parents were

■

affectionate tomrd the child and treated him with understand

ing the child xtsually seemed able to adjust to the new sibling.
On the other hand, Gottemoller stated ihat maladjusted and

rejecting parents can go through the motions-of preparing the , , '
child and yec give the child nothing of what he needs

She

strongly emphasized the importance of a warm parent-child
relationship.

-

^%lfred b, Baldwin

'Changes in Parent Behavior During

Pregnancy," Child Development. 18s29, 39, March to December, 194?

^"^luth Gottemoller, "The Sibling Relationship of a Group
of Young Children," Hervous Child, 2s277, April, 1943.

; , ■ ■

,

;■ ■■

■

"

: .14 ■

Sewell, xn fter comparison of tliirty-^nlne Jealous and

tliirty'^oiie non-jealous cliildren# found tliat the mere fact that
a child was told a haby was to he bom

factor in the sibling relationship.

not a determining

She did find, along with

other factors, that an overprotective mother, negative father .
and marital discord in the home were closely correlated with
. ■ 18

both jealousy and inconsistent discipline.^ ■ ■

■ ' ■ In a study of sibling relationships, Koch found that ■ ■
most older siblings had developed a great deal of tension, She

attributed this mainly to the feelings of displacement connected
with the arrival of a younger sibling,

Koch goes on to suggest

that, after having held family attention, this loss of status
as well as having many other hopes thwarted, is enough to lead

to hostility which usually cannot be expressed. Parents create
an environment"favorable to the development of tension by con

tinuously cautionxng the older sibling to be gentle and careful
19
mth the baby.

„•

"

.

■

M. Sewell, '•"Two Studies in Sibling Rivalryg I, Some

Causes of Jealousy in Young Children,** Smith College Studies
in Social Work, lsl3, September, 1930,

^%elen E», Koch, "Some Personality Correlates of Sex,
Sibling Position and the Sex of Sibling among Five- and SixYear-Old Children," Genetic Psvcholoov Ifonocraphs, 52:32,
August, 19SS,

=

'Itiss csaxflieti that, in a search for emotional caases of

disturbances in children, the major emphasis had to be put on
■

20

the parents,

Hilgard suggested that the mother's childhood rivalries
persist in her mind and that ishen she has children

are

potential rivals that old feelings she had which were not

worked through, bother her and she identifies with one of her
children and plays a part in reacting the old pattern of her

childhood, Hilgard went on to call autentioa to the fact that
there is transmission of personality characteristics from one

generation to another and suggested play, therapy o.r an environ
ment where a child is free to express resentment so that the
21

problem will not be carried to the next generation.

hmong the parents of jealous and non-jealous children,
■ Moss identified attitudes of maternal-over-protection in ap

proximately equal proportions., hut found the jealous group
22

sKJSt often had nagging mothers.

Parents, themselves, apparently play the most important
■ role in determining how the young child perceives the sibling.

^^Edward I»iss., "Coercion as a Factor in Sibling Eivalry,
Servous Child. 5:250, Ouly, 1046,
■

.

Josephine M. Hilgard, "Sibling Rivalry and Social .
Heredity," Psychiatry. 14:375, Hoveaber, 1951,
M* Ross, "Some Traits Associated with Sibling
Jealousy in Problora Children," Smith College Studies in Social
Work, 1:376, June, 1931,

Otlier factors in our culture v&iich tend to Influenco sttoing

rivalry tiave been identified in several studies#

■

. Kocb pointed to the two^to-^four-year spacing as a very

stressful one.

She goes on to say that, with the first born, , ■

having a sibling may be a very stimulating but also a very

security threatening experience#

Sewell found that there

was more Jealousy among siblings when there was an age difference of eighteen to forty-tws months.

levy recognized

■ responses other than hostility in the older child. He identi
fied in children eight years or older, especially girls, a
desire to possess the baby.

The new baby may call forth a

highly laaternal attitude in which hostility is greatly reduced

25

Boss, in an attempt to determine whether or not there
were certain traits associated with sibling jealousy in problem

children, reached the following conclusions; Jealousy is more

frequent among girls three-to-four years of age, children less
than six years old, smaller families and first born.

2%och,

cit., p. 41, ' ^
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Sewell, 0£. Git.,, p. 20.

""U# M. bevy, "Hostile Patterns in Sibling .Rivalry
Experiments.,"' American Journal of Orthopsvchiatrv, 6s233,
April,. 1936.

■^^Boss, pp. cit.. p. 371,

.

■ .; ^

Sewell found tliat approximately naif of "her clilldren

were jealous. This jealousy seemed related to differences in

age among tlie siblings# nurriber of siblxngs, intelligence of tbe

siblings# economic status and, as before cited# tbe parent- . ■

ctiild relationsbip and consistency of discipline,^"^
apparently the mother changes toward the child during
pregnancy and even more permanently at the time a sibling is
bom#

This child is aware of this and has Just reason to view

the arrival of a sibling with alarm.

The most important factor

to the child during this change is the parents and the way they
relate to him..
It becomes even more difficult for the child if he is

eighteen to forty-two months older idaan the sibling# is under
six years of age, is the member of a small family and has had

an anxious young mother, a nagging mother, a negative father
or inconsistent discipline#

The Reactions of Two Children to the Birth of a Sibling

Two case studies were found which were concerned with

the child at the time a sibling is bom. One study was com- ,
pleted by fche parents of a child while they were graduate. .
students in the Department of Psychology at the University of
Chicago, They wished to find out how a child reacts tfdien a

^"^Seweli loc. cit.

.

sxbllng is born,.

To answer tbis question tbey observed tberr

little daughter for several laoatlis after her brother was born.
The other study ms reported by harons, a child psychiatrist,

and concerned a four-year-old boy who developed anxiety of

psychopathological proportions within sxx weeks after the birth ■
29

of a sister.

■■ ■

■ ■■

■■ ■

■

■

■

■ . ■ ■ ■' ■■ ■ :■ ■ : ■

The graduate students, iSiile studying their daughter's
reactions to a Sibling, made a nuisifoer of observations.

All '

changes in their child's behavior, attributable to the presence

of the sibling, were noted for several months.

3ft

■

During the time the child sought to adjust to this . '
important change in her environment, she used a great variety
of behavior which at times she changed quickly.

The child

.

actively sought attention, withdrew to comfort herself, atilized
the wrld of play or fantasy and expressed hostility verbally as

well as physically toward her parents and sibling.

She tried, ■

. at least once, the role of a baby, her father, her mother,

•'

mother of her own baby, mother of her sibling, mother's helper .

and big sister.

The role of mother's helper, punctuated with ■ '

in First Reactions to a Sibling,'" Journal .
of Abnormal and Social Psvchologv, 448541, October, 1949,

^%lexander z, Aarons, '"Effect of the Birth of a Sister '

on a Boy in His Fourth Year," Psychoanalytic Quarterly, 22s372, ■ ,

*^®"Ambivalence in First Reactions to a Sioling," loc. cit.

■ ■ ■ ■ • . 19 ^

■expressions of annoyance and disturbancei eyentualiy won oufe, ' .
■fbe cbild*© expressions of ■afression nsnally followeo some
frustration xntroduced toy the parents. , She gradually, however,

■' 'developed-a ■closer■ relationship with.her mother than .she-had
before the sibling arrived.

31 ' ' " ' ■ ■' ■

■ ' ■

hsthe weeks went by the behavior directly attributable

to the presence Of the sibling diminished, and, on the ^ole,

the day to day behavior of the child, even though many ambivalent
reactions i«ere expressed seemed to be much the same as it had
been previously.

32 ■

: fwo approaches were found to be helpful by lihe parents
of the child.

The first was helping the child make her identi

fication with the mother in times of stress through such sug

gestions as the wearing of mother and daughter clothes or going
for a walk with a baby carriage and doll.

The second was accept

ing the child's expressions of hostility toward other manbers
of the family and helping her to express ehese hostilities
verbally.

■

Dr. Aarons, on the other hand, presented the case of a

four-year-old boy brought to him by the child's desperate ; ;
mother six weeks after the birth of a sister.

The boy would
■34- ' '

not stop holding his penis while he was awake.

^%bid^. p'. 547. • ■ '; ^%bid.
^^Aarons, ■oo.. cit..'- q.*" 373* ■

^%bxd

TMs child had always been an, active, happy and healthy
child.
hxm.

The pregnancy and impending birth were discussed wxth

Mo symptoms were noticed before the mother went to the

hospital for the birth of the sibling.

While the mother %?as. in

the hospital the child wet his pants in front of other children
%hen they teased him because ho had a sister.

When the baby

first entered the home he seoraed pleased, an,d was frequently
observed fondling the baby.

However, he began to refuse tO'

close the fly on his pants and would play with his toys with ,
: 35

one hand and hold his penis with the other,

■ ■ Dr. Aarons treated the boy three times a week for nine

months and the child gradually overcame his pathological fear
■of castration.

This castration fear may not have been due to ,

the birth of a sibling, but due to the fact that the sibling

was a girl.

However, as the child overcame his fear of castra

tion, he acquired courage to express distructive anger at the
mother and the baby.
■ the mother.

He was reported especially violent toward

He actively sought, at this time, a closer associ

ation with the father.

Dr. Aarons stated that much of his

resentment toward his mother and sister remained tf^en therapy
was ended.

-

In discussing his case. Dr. Aarons pointed out how dif-

fieult it is to assess the psychological effect that the birth '

^%bid.. p. 380. ■ ■

■ ■ -^^bid.. .p. ^372.,

o£ a silsliiig txas in the 3.ife ot a ehj(<3

lie stated that this

case was direct ei'-idence that sach an event could precipitate
■m great amount of ansiety.

'

, Both of these children showed considerable chdnge with

the baith of a sibling.

;■ •

One apparently was helped by a psychaa- .

trist and the other by her parents, '

-

Jealousy in young children is a normal reaction, to the

threat of the loss of maternal affection

Thrs is iisually

initiated.and IftcxGased by the birth .of a sibling or the parent
o£ the opposite sex. .Jealousy produces tension %hich may be •

'

manifested in a varxety of reactions which occur wxth increased

intensity 'sdien the child, perceives that his parental,relation- .
ship is threatened.

Jealousy of a sibling appears to be more strong and pain-.
ful in young dependent, children and to gradually lessen as the
child reaches middle childhood when he is apt to view a new

.

sibling with a paternal attitude and reduced hostility.
It has been found previously to be more difficult for the ■child, also, if he is the first born, is intelligent, is a girl

wxth a sister, belongs to a small family, belongs to a poverty
strichen family, belongs to a family with faulty parent-child
relationships and belongs to a family with inconsistent discipline,.

3^Xbid. . ' .

Motihers do clxantge in cbild-Gentej:edn,ess dnring preg

nancy and even more permanently toward tiae cliild at bixtlj of

a sibling, Tbis is a real loss for the young obild. JDuring
fcbis period of change the child needs a reliable and consistent
parent-child relationship and an environment in which he can
express himself,
-- ^

fwo ease studies of the reactions of children at the

bxrth of a sibling revealed in both children a pronounced
change of behavior.

'

One was helped by a psychiatrist and the

other by his parents,

' '; ' ■ '

A certain amount of jealousy and sibling rivalry are

expected among children of our culture, Does it begin initially
tdien the first sibling is born?

Itiat are the changes in the

sensitive psychological areas of a child ishen a sibling is born.

C£lAP'"ER Hi::

SOURCES OF mm

Data wMcli revealed changes in the selected sensitive

psychological areas of the child when his first sibling entered
the home were obtained from story projective fables*

Several

of the fables ^were used together to form brief te^'ts for the

areas of parental rejection/sibling rivalryt dependency and
aqgressionA^ostllity,' A number of other reactions may occur but
these are the ones it is possible to look for wlch the story

projective fables used. The fables were told to the children.
before, and six weeks after the new baby entered the home and ■

the children*s responses.were analysed to determine the signifi
cance of the difference in the resoonses for each area.

Finding the Children

fifty children were,,/selected from families in the Santa

Clara■•yalle.y,- a rich agricultural-community w^ith rapidly increas

ing industrial activities.. The economic level of the;.faiiil.ieswas approximately the same because the fathers were employed as
skilled, workmen'in industry.- These children were old enough to

talk, were English speaking, were under six yeers-of . age;, . and.
had no known deformity* , Each,was the only child of an intact
■

23, . -

■

'

. .

■
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family, where tlie parents were livxng together, %fiio anticipated .
the arrival'of a hahy in,the near .fwtnre*

ihe child was selected for study when his first sibling
was born because several previous studies concluded that the

oldest child has the most to lose by sharing with a Sibling and

.the greatest problems in this area»^
The ages of che children ranged between three and six»

The children needed to be of an age where they were able to .

respond verbally and yet not old enough to have reached the age
where they might have more of a paternal attitude toward the

sibling with the threat from the arrival of the new sibling

autoisiatically reduced.^ . . .
^ , The children selected did not have-any obvious deformity
or history of experiences which might tend to distort responses

to the projective storxes. Parents were questioned about physi
cal deformities, long illnesses or hospitalisations of the child,

and any long separation from, either parent. It is possible, or
..even expected, rhau emotional trauma from divorce., death of a.

It., Sewell., "Two Studies in. Sibling Rivalrys I, Some
Causes of d"ealousy in Young Children," Smith College Studio'" in
Social.Wo.rk., Is21, Septoaber, 1930; Helen b, Koch, "-Attitudes
of Young Children Toward Their Peers as Related to Certain

Characteristics of Their Siblings," Psychological Monographs.
70:41, 1956; and B. M. Ross, "Some Traits Associated With
Sibling 3'ealousy in Problem Children," Smith College Studies
in Social Work. 1:376, June, 1931,
■1

■ ■ "

' ■

■ ■

B, M, bevy, "Hostile Patteros in Sibling Rivalry Experi
ments," American Journal of Orthonsvchiatrv. 6:233, April, 1936.

parent and separation of parents would bras tbe normal responses
of the children to the fables•

. ^he ability of the children to speaot English was essential ,
for their participation in the study. Verbal communication was
re<|uired for completion of the story projective fables in the' ■
test used.

This criterion also eliminated dcminantly foreign

famxlies living in the area who appeared to retain most of their" . .

foreign cultural patterns,' •
The children were located through prenatal records seat

to a community hospital by staff obstetricians and general

practitioners, after permission was obtained from the physxcian
involved*

,

Wien interviewing the parent initially, the investigator

introduced herself by name, infomrng the parent of the subject
of her' project and the reason 'fetiy it was being done, as well as
stating that she had learned that fchey anticipated che arrival

.

of a new baby in the near future and perhaps would be eligible
to participate in the project if they were interested*

The

investigator then ashed the parent to mention the project to

the wife or husband and an attoapt was made to set a txme to

talk, with the family further tdien both parents were at home. ,

■■

luring che interview, with the parenrs in their hcme

'the project was described in detail with simplification.
purpose of the stiidy, the method to be used, and academic

*Eie ' ■

'■

, pi43?pose of ■ tlie sfcadi' weare oonsldefed»■ Grifeeiria for t.lie selec-

^to» of fclie ofeiMren were giTen witli a brief e:»plabatioii of -

each. , Tbe information gained in. tMs first i0,ter"rle%r .was used#, :at tbe time,, .to deeide, witb tbe.parents' idietber or not' tbe
,oliild would be eligible, fo.r: tbe' project# ■ during, tbis inte.r'- ;■ ■
view witb the parents,., tbe.. investigator, wben^ tbe ebild was

: present.,: smiled at biia at Intervals, and asked, bim tp partici- •
, pate. in ;,tbe con'* ersation at .appropriate 'snterva.ls, . Before

leaving tbe cbild,^ .if tbe. .parents approved,, be was promised, a

,

visit at another time in \diicb be wou3d be told some . interest- . ■
rng stories*

'Mo.st'of tbe parents' contacted appea.,red-interested' in

fxndlng out if tbeir owi cbild ■would ebange and wished to have . '
their child participate*

The Test Used

: .

, The story projective' '.fables used for studyinf "the ■

Childreii before and. ..six weeks after their first. sibling entered
the home were obtained from.the fine .Kevieion of the Despert

. f.able:S..

Several fables were used together to test .the sensi-- '-

tiv#^ psycbolofical areas'of .parental. rej eetlon/sibl.i.ng rivalry,
dependency and aggi-ession/hostility.

^Ruben Fine, "Use of ©espert Fables, (Revised Form) in

Diagnostic Work With Children," Rorshach Research Exchange and
Journal of Frolective Technique. 12t118, 1948,
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■ ■ these projectile fables- hafi their origi-a ih-Sii-rope froa

'ims# 'Si&Q - -aseS th^ to identic hearotic traits in chiiirea-.#
they-contiaae to be haowa. ia Europe as the Bus Fable's**

How

ever,- they were translated into English by J. Louise Despert
and published by her in- this' -couatry ift-lt4i*

'

She used them

at that time in a study of stutteriiig children to find' sensi-

tive- area-s*-

%■

fbese fables- are eoiwonly hnown- in this country

as the Despert Fables.^
■ Later Ruben Fine, in his study of asthmatic children,

lengthened and revised the B-espert.Fables,■

.

Fine considered--'

that: more",refinement of. these proj-ective fables is needed, but
states that even now the results from them are so consistent

with- ■ findings from other sources that they appear to- have -some,
validity.

He goes on to point out that the Despert Fables

seem particula-rly useful for throwing 'light on the inter" '
- • ■
-7 ■ "
personal relationships of children ■ , they are currently being -

used for tht,s purpose in cli,nies such as the .Speech dlinic ■ at

the ,Bni.vers,ity ,of Redlands.

-

-

4

Helen E. Peixotto, ""Popular Responses for the Despert
Fables, ' Journal of Clinical Psychology, 13:74, January, iyi7.
£

J, Louise Despert, "'Psychosomatic Study of Fifty Stut
tering Children," American Journal of Orthopsvchiatrv, 16:101,

January,' 1946. ■

- %ine, loc« cit..
" ■ ' 7'
SbM*-

•

Pelxotto Urns emluatei ■ til© lespeirfe''Fables-, to bwo stadxes,*

to toe first she feesced the reitobilitY df these projectiv-e
■" a. .
■
xabies# - • and to the second she studied popular responses to
■thea*

■

■

In her investigation of the reliability of the' Despert ,

-Banlfos, Perxotto ashed whether these projective fables would
elicit the saiae inforraation frora'a.ehild on 'successive"hdatois*trations.

Feixotto used a test-retest method with a time

interval of six weehs' between testings.'"^ Hex population was
composed of 177 Catholic elementary school children to graces three to eight which she divided into age groups for the test

ings because of the influence of-developmental chanfes'from

middle childhood to early adolescence*

fhe overal'l'reliability,

of each fable was determined, as wexl as the reliability of

.

'each fable for every age group, 'Feixotto reports some fables
are more reliable for certain age groups than others.

She

found also than the younger children give a more reliable test ■ '
than older children.

' ■ S

■

'

Feixotto suggests that this point makes

■ ■

Helen B, Feixotto# Reliability of the Despert Fables#
A Story Completion 'lest for Chiidxen," Journal of Clinical

f^ycholpgy, 12s75# January# 1956.
■'

"Feixotto# "Popular..Sesponses

the Secpert;

# cit.

. ^%eixotto#

Re"! lability of the .JDespert Fables# A Story

completion Test fox Cnxidren," luc

cxt*

'■■ ■

•

■

■

■

■

the ijespert jfatJes a partlcalajdy useful test toeeams© it ©311
'
. • '
11
be usea witti tliildreii as young as tbre© or maybe ewn younger*.

:ib© goes on. to say tbat-s
. .

.It is %7ell know that a diilcl's first response to.

pictures is description, * , , Beti»een tliree and four
years of age description is the developmeatally normal .
type of response to pictures, * , , The story technique ■
therefore has certain advantages over the more comaon
■ ' thematic tests which use pictures for stimuli, .In. the ,
fables the child completes a story and thus reflects the .
■ .psychodynamic material and feelings relevant to a situation such as a rtory portrays.

■ In her' second study she at: tempted to find normative
data for the Despert Fables in order to be able, in conjunction
with her former study, to suggest groups of fables appropriate

for .different, age groups, thus ■ shortening the test but still
IS

. retainiag all of the p.ertinent. stimuli,. '

F.ine had previously

suggested the usefulness of ejploxing the Fables in this way.,.
Be had coiabined some of the fables.to .fo» brief tests .for
dependency and hostility in his study of the di.fference between
. ■ '
14
astnmatics and their non-asthmatic siblings, .

" ■ ■

Feixo.t.to administered, the test to all. the soudents in

one Catholic .elementary school' with the subjects ranging' in ■

11.

'l%bid,
13

Peixotto, . "Popular .Eespons'es to the 'Sespert Fables.#'*'

OP, cit,, p. 74*. . .

'^%in.e, loc, cit.

age fwQm six to .fourteen.; tiie respondents were separated tof ■
sexes and dl'rided- into, ■foung-erj. :iittddle and'older age groups ' ■
on tte toasts ©.f grade tevel.,

from toer work stoe■ was atole to '

list fatoles appropriate for various age groups as .well. as. a
superficial interpretation of ttoO'popular responses^ to ttoe ^:..v
fatoles■ for each'group, wttto .an indication of the ■•^aliditf of'. ' ,:
the fatoles used'as she suggests.

■

■

Since no work apparently has toeen published evaluating
the fatoles with preschool .children .tooth the .fables and xnter-

pretation published by Peixotto for younger elementary school

children were used with the children .:i.n this study.

More . ' .

norKiative study o.f' .the responses to. the fables by "preschooi . ■
children is needed.

■ :Peixotto, in interpreting .responses .to^ .the ■fables, has
combined .-.some of the psychodynamies* , She lists parental ".' '

rejection/sibling rival.r'y together stating' that they .are...so.'.'
closely related that 'they should, come 'under 'the mo'.re-g^eneral
topic Of ■pa.rental rejection • . .She. also' lists aggression/hos--.'
16

til'ity.together.' '.

This same pattern has toeen followed in

reporting the findiag.s. in. this study, '

^^Peixotto, loc. 'cit-. ' ■

_^%.eixotto.,:.. 2p,» cit.*> pp. M-S.'

•

The follomng fables were" »se<l'to test tfee, sensitive

psf€?liolofic.al areas- of- isarental' rej.eotion/siblinf rivalry#

Fables three# six an<a twenty were contbined to test for ;

parental rejection/sibling rivalry.

These fables were listed

by Peixotto as adequately reliable and valid for her younger
elementary school children.
■ Fables eleven and seventeen were oombined .to ^test:/

dependency,

These fables were reported adequately reliable

for younger elementary school children by Peixotto.

Ap

parently eleven is a test for dependency# however, Peixotto. .

states that seventeen may test for independence instead of_
dependence because such a large number of her subjects
responded with dependent answers.*- Fables sixteen and eighteen were combined to test for

aggression/hostility.

These fables# also# were reported

adequately reliable for the younger elementary school children

by Peixotto,

Fable sixteen,appears to test;-for:-afg.ress4on/ .

hostility# but Peixotto states that since such a variety of ';

^^Peixotto, "Reliability of the Despert Fables, A Story
Completion Test for Children#" 0£, cit., p. 76; Peixotto#

"Popular Responses for the Despert Fables#" op. cit., p--.#76.

. -^^Ibid.. .

,

-

^^Ibid*

.^^Peixotto, "Reliability of the Despert Fables, A Story
Compietion Test for Children," loc. cit.

; "32

aaswe'^B^itere. ob-talijed for fable,ei^liteeii# site felfe tliafc ■felie ■
j^sychodynaraic bested by it was vagae.

la, spite "oftise. ^

qtte,stiona.ble.ness o.ff, .its validity,, ■,fable eighteen was xnclnded ,

in this study,

flhen the responses, were'sogred,'. all .answesrs" ,

■ were considered as' not,showinf afgression/hostility/eMeept those'
in %%ich ■ a'harEwt.ul,,physical,-'esiperience was •indicated for the

mother or mother and baby combination.

When used in," this way-i

wrth this, preschool group, the fable appears to have some

validity.

,

^

Telling the Children the Fables

A specific time was planned with the parents for inter-

■■viewing the child.

The, hour, most often uS'Cd was one after a '

■period, of ■ sl.eep for th,e child.'

At ■ the beginning of the inter,",^

■"View the investigator talhed 'briefly with the^ mother' asking"' " her how things were going in order for the child to see that

the mother and the investigator were friends.

After this, the' '■

investigator sat down in ,an a,rea'^ere' it was possible for the
■,,Ghild to come ,and sit also. • • The 'child w^s-,tQld that' the Investi,'-

gator Wished to tell him some stories.

stories.

H,e was asked"if he liked

When the child was ready he would come and sit„„by the'

investigator to hear the stories.

Some children, would ■ ■-come,;-; ■ •■r,"'' ■"■: , ,

.right away and took great ,i,nterest iii,,the undert,akittg,t , ' Others

' ■ , • 2%ei3£Ot,to, ' Popular 'lesponses ,for the Oespert ,Pables, "■„
^ • ,cit«■*■•' p,.- . "FS.-

would play around a littla wiille first,* tout" iu too case loto.0er ,
than twenty minutes.

The mottoers of some of the ctoildren ■

presented a problem because tliey wanted to put ttoeir ctoild

beside the investigator and mate him listen to the fables in
spite of previous conversation in xsftiich it was agreed no let
the child proceed at his Oim pace,

■

Once the stories were 0tatted,the children seemed to

take them quite serxously and answer thoughtfully* ■ fh.e record-

.itof of respOtoses was done after ■each fable with-the.'simple
explanation that it would be a good thing to write this dowa,# .

fh© first test was ■given to- the child as ■elose as pos

sible to the birth of the. sibliag*,

fhe - second was administered

approimacely six weeks after the sibling entered the home* ;
fhe test was given six weeks after the baby arrived because in
both of the case studies published
- 22

changes within this period,

,

child revealed definite -

fhe reliability of the test used

had also been established on a time interval of six weeli:s.

23

'

fhe re.spondents were- not segregafced according to sex'

be.-cause the .fables-0» -castrati-o.n Gomplex. and oedipus complex
.were'.not used* .fhe- popular .responses -for fable eighteen differed

^^Alexander S* Aarons, "Effect of the Birth of a Sister
on a Boy in His fourth Year," Psychoanalytic Quarterly. 22:372,
•July, 1953y and "Jhntoivalence in First Heactions to a Sibling,

« #

ft,

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology# 44:541, October, 1949.

^^Peixotto, "Reliability of the Bespert .fables, ^ Story

Completion fast for Children," loc* clt*

some., with the. sex of the res|>oh<3ei3.t unless the. psyelioasJtiamiO'^
of. agf.tessioh./liost.ilxty wa.s reyealeci, fhese populst .Responses,

fo.t ■ fable eighteen were, scored.a.s. normal responses*^^

■

Siammary '

fbe fifty cbxldren used to.., study cbange in ■ the selected'
sensitive psycbologxcal areas of the only child at the birth

of a sibling were chosen from families living in the Santa
Cl.ara ya.lley,', .a rxch ag.rieultural community caught in a rapid

■.change toward industrialisation# .' Criteria used In selecting.;.. .' ' ■ ■ ^
the children limxted the subjects to 'those 'jdio.'we.re old-enough'
to talk, Englxsh speaking, under the age of six years and having

no known .deformxty.#

Each was che only child of an intact family

t#ho anticipated the birth of a baby.

'fhe .children we.re located i.rom the ■ prehatal records sent..;";,

t©.-' .a coiamunity hospital by staff obstetricians 'and general..-pra.c-*-".
txtioners#

■. .

The change xn selected sensxtxve psychological: areas, of'.

the .only child was.determxned by usinf fables from the' Fine.
Revision .. of the .Bespert .Fables to fO''rm brief tests'fo'r the.. '.;

psychodynamics of parental, rejection/sibling' ..rivalry# dependence.,
and aggression/hostilxty. •.feixotto"*'© mrk among .her younger

elementary school chxldren was used as a basis for selecting

.'wpQp^iXar-'.Response's for the .B'espert.'.F'ables..,..■
ias.•..ill,-' " . : ■

3S-'

sii#

tlie fables tased fer febis prescliool group,

al-lbbufli moire normative <aata ■ is aeede<l for ose of'these fables

%!rith etiii4reh xn thxs age group. . .

. , ftll of the fables used were oonsidered adequately
reliable for younger elementary school children by Feixotto,

She, consxdered fables three, siXi eleven:, sixteen and twenty
to be valxd tests of the psychodynamic indicated xn prevxous
worh

Feixotto questions the validity of fable seventeen

mxidly and fable eighteen greatly, These fables were feofch

used in this study, because, with the method of scoring, they
appeared to have some valxdxty. ■

The first tests were given to the children soon before'
the birth of the baby and the second tests six weehs afterwards.

The chxldren appeared to enjoy the tests and to respond to them
quxte seriously.

The responses were, recorded for scoring and analysis
during the xntervxews ■ with ■ the chxldren wxtUi the ex.planat.ion
that- it would be good to write chxs down for the future.

CmPTER If

TREATMEM^ OF

vV vSto®

.

:Obtaiiie<3. OB chaiife in. selected seBSi%ii?e

psycBological: aireas of tiie onlif ©MIA'^ea a . siMiBf'-iS; i>0:3?B ■: :
was ■obtained from Interpretiag-and analyzlKg tbe•responses
of the children, to brief tests be'fore and sis weeks, after-the ■

birth of the sibling.

These brief tests were formed by using

cOHiaiaations of several' fables, from .the, .Fine Revision'bf; the

Oespert''Fables tOv determine the presence'.of■ the psychodyaamiGS'
of psreatal,rejection/sibling rivalry, depeadence, aa,d aggress
ion/hostility.

Judgments w&te based oa the worh by Pfeixotto

with youag eieaientary school chlld.ren,* ■

■

Scoriaa the Fables

Fables three., six aad twenty were used for' parental ■

■ .rejection/sibling .rivalry test, iteiiis,. ■
Fable three.

little lasfls.

In a field there is a mommy,-sheep and her

The little Imxb boances around all day near

his (her) mommy. Every night his (her) mommy gives him
(her) some good warm milk, which he (she) likes very much.
But he (she) can already eat grass* One day his (her)

,%elen £. Peixotto, "Popular Responses for the Oespert
Fables," Journal of Clinical Psychology, 13:73, January, 1957.

■
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■moiamy says to him (her)® "you <aoi3,*t :aee<a miilc any mo^ai
" you go' and eat some nice fresh grass," What do yea
suppose the little lamb is going to do?"

. lesponses of "eat grass'* were scored as not 'revealing
the psyc'hodynamxc,

"get'tailh,

Responses of "want mxl'k,' ■

"ixhe mxi'Jc,

. '"get sich,." and . "hurt,mommy" were all'scored as
, *3

revealing it.

Fable six. On a farm there is a little baby calf and
his (her) mommy the cow. The calf plays all day with his

(her) mommy* Whenever he (she) asks for it his
mommy gives him (her) some good warm milk. But
is_old enough to eat'grass. One day the farmer
the mommy a teeny weeny little calf who is very

(her)
he (she)
brings
hungry.

But mommy does not have enough milk for two, so she says
to the bigger calfs "X haven't enough milk for two, you
, are bigger, you go and eat some nice fresh grass," What

. do you think the calf is going to do?"^

Again, responses of "eat grass' were scored as not

revealing this psychodynamic,

tessponses of :"i«®nt milk,'*

"like'milk,'*- "get-rid of - the iittle one,"' "have the ^farmer
taite it back, "

'get a better mommy,

and "starve., '" were all

5

scored as revealing it*'

Fable twenty. In a country far, far away a daddy and
a mommy and their two children are living. There is so
little, food that they are all hungry. Daddy and moimny
think that they will have to send one child away; but
they love the older (child) and they love the younger
(child) and they talk and talk about what to do. ftoat

do you suppose they will do?®

^Suben Fine, "Use of Despert Fables, (Revised Form)
in Diagnostic Work with Children," Borshach Research Exchang.e
and Journal of Prolactive Technique. 113106, 1948, ■
3

-

teissotto, o£. cit., p. 76. ■ ■
Ass.*

4

■

■ ■■ .

Fine, op. cit.. p,. ,li7,

38'

Responses ■ of "notMng« "

''alX fo

can't teil,.'•

"fray,#." ani "tlie

"slon't Isnow,'V

one,'* wete all,-

recotiei as not revealing tliis psycto^aynaniic. .Responses of
sending the younger ctild away were scored as revealing it. , ■

. Each response indicating parental rejection/sibling
rivalry was scored as 1 and eacb response not indicating it-

was scored'aa 0. l?be .aassiMtOT- score for each child in-one.
interview was

and the rainimum 0.

(Tables l:and .11

- ■

; Tables eleven and. sevente.eii'were used for the depend-*' .
eney test items# -

.

gable eleven. One afternoon a boy (girl) comes home ■
■ ■ from school# The neighbor lady tells him (her) that his '

(her) mommy lias gone'away for a while with daddy? she
■ does not know vhen saommy will come back. What do you "

■ ■■

-suppose he (she) does?®
Responses of ''play#"

"watch T#V*,'* and going to some

friend's or neighbor's house were scored as not revealing this
psychodynamic#

Responses of

want monmiy# •

"looi for mommy#"

"■is alone.#.®: , "is .afraid#". and'"goes to sleep#!,'* were ail scored
a

as revealing it #'

.

■

. .

.

gable seventeen# A boy (girl) has made a very pretty
; drawing with crayons. His (her) mommy asks him (her) to ■
give it to her. So you think he (she) is going to give
It to her,

'

"^Peixotto#
i-Fei5£Otto,

cit»# ,p.#: 78 #
o£. ci^., p# 77. . -

■ %4n;e# oo#/ 'cit#. p*loo, clt.
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can*t; toll# '' '

"tear .It#"' and giving,.it to another person .were scored as not.. ..
.revealing this psydiodynaitilc#. .Responses of ,"yes" :were .scored. ■
as revealing it#

.

fhe aaxi®U!i score for each child in dependency was 2. ' :"
.and the miniiania. was ©.#

■

Ifahles I and 11#)

.. fahles sisdjeen and eighteen were nsed for . the aggression/
hostility test items,.

Fable sixteen#:- - Teacher calls a boy fgi,rl> .to the front' ■
of the room one day. She tells-him (her| that-he ■ (she) . must:
go home right away because something terrible has' happened.#

■ ishat do you suppose has hax^pened?^^

Responses of danger'and damage to self .^or any os-iier
perso'ns be.side the motner .and- sibling were .score.d' as' not reveal

ing this, psychodynamic. . Responses indicating physical harm for -

the .mother o.r sibling were scored as revealing it,
gable eighteen. One morning a boy (girl) wakes-., up very
tired, and he (she) sayss "Oh# what a bad dream I hadi"'

. Wia.t do .you. suppo-se he (she) has dreamed?^-"^
■ lesponses ind.icating danger'or daitiage to self or persons
other than the mother'or the new. s.ibl.ing after it's -arrival- we.re -

scored a.s not revealing this psychodynamic, Sesponses 'which;

^%ei5sotto# op., cit..# .p.-, 78,. . .

^^F.e-ixotto:, loc, cit, .
1.A . ,

. ■ 'Fine.# .o^., cit,, p, 108#

^%ine.# loc#''cit.

■

■ ■

•

■

.

.

44'

indicated pliysical barii fot tiae Hiotlaer ©t sibling were .seored '

.'

as revealiii.g., lt*

the ■ maximum score'for eacb cMM in. tbe items testing '

' ^

aggressiOn/h,ost41it2i?' was 2 and tbe minimum was §»■ ■ , ifahXeB I,' . ■
.and II,)

■

Analysis of the Findings

,

ibe ■significance of cbanges la selected sensiti'te' .i^sfcbo- ■
logical areas of tbe- older CMId wben a sibling is. born was ■ ■

found by determining if tbe psyebodynamies of „ parentai rej ection/

. sibling ri.yal.ry.,, dependency or aggression/bostility were indi^
cated by , tbe ■ responses to tbe'story-projectile fables. . '■If tbe.. „
osycbodfbamic appeared tobe .present, |udgm©nt bexng based on- . ; ■ '
tbe worb by Peixotto witb-young elementary scbool cb3,idron, .a

score of 1 was given ■ fo.r eaeb fable. If tbe psycbodynamic did ^
not appear to be present ,-a -score- of :d was given,

Ibese scores ,-

were added together for eaeb cbild in eacb area and tbe.-score

■ before, tbe-baby was born-was paired,,witb the score stx. weebs ■ . ■ /

after the bxrtb of tbe baby to ,f.ind the »e.an difference of each,

f,rom this mean difference tbe significance of differenee wa.s.,
.ob'tained with the t score,

. fbe mean diffe-rence of-the sensitive psycbological .area
of parental rejection/sibling rivalry was 1,04, tbe sioma 1.34.

15

Peixotto, pp, cit,, p, 77,

rr'm-

. t,iie

error 0#1S§ an^ .the t. soore,.5,..4§.

. is slfBtficattt: at the 1 per cesit leifel.

fhis t score' , ,

1?he'change increase ^ ,

..in parentalrejee.tioa/sibling rivalry is. highly significant#,
(Table III.)-.

The .mean difference -of . the. sensitive psychological -.

area of dependency was 0.64.1 the. sidraa 1-.,604#, the ..standard.' .
.e.rror O.iS^.# .and'the t score --3.48..*

cant at the 1' per cent .level.*

fhis't sco.re is. signifi-

the increase in. dependency is. '

highly significant., -(fable III-,)- Many-more re-sponses . Indicate
ing dependency were grvcn both before and' after the birth of . '
the sibling than responses indicating the other sensitive

psychologxcal areas,tested# -bat .the .significance of. the change
in this area appears to be similar to the other .areas tested:#' .(fables .1 and 11*)

-

- The mean difference of the sensitive psychological

area of aggression/hostility vrns 0#60, the sicma 1.26, the
standard error 0*178 and the t score 3-*37*

This t score. i'.&

sifnifi-cant-at the 1 per cent level.# fhe increase, in.agfress*

' lon/hostxlxty is highly, significant# (fable .1.11,) ' ■
fhe change in the selected sensitive psychological

areas -examined was found highly significant at the l -per cent ^
level in each area.- '.fhis probably ittdicates-'that the' change#..'
sinc-e .eth.er va.riables were 'appareat-ly held constant.#., conld
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lioi: lia's?e,.<5c,curirei by chance but was cause# by■ the. variable,^.

the.btrth, o.f a slbbiiig* ■

. , Seyeral. of. th.e stibjects reireale# the f!sychp#yaaffli.c ia.
the first test but not in the retest.

-fliis failure to reveal

the psychodynamlc after the birth of the,sibling may have
/been

to_withdrawal or a limited response .for,some unlcnom • , ' /

reason* ^ :• {fables % and II
Summary

, ' •/

' ■

■fhe children''s responses to, the .Uespert Fables were

interpreted to find out if the psychodynamic, were present in .

the selected sensitive psfchologicai a.reas* "if the psychodynamic appeared to be present, judgment being based on the ■

'

work by Feixotto with young elementary school children, a

.S'Core of 1 'was given .for -each fable.*. If the'.psyGhodynafflic

did not appear to be present a score. ,of # was. given#

i?hese ■

scores were added together for each child in each area and

the score before the birth■of■the'baby was paired with the
score six weeks after the birth of the baby to find any change- .'

.in. the oocurrence of the psychodynamic., Ihe mean difference
of'the paired responses- for each area 'was then determined and;
from this,' using the t score, thd significance of change was '

obtained#

fhe increase in three. -sensitive p.sychological areas

O'f -parental rej-.ection/sibling rivalry, dependence and aggression/
ho.stil.ity was foimd ■hifhly .significant at the 1 per cent level

CBAPTER V

SUMMARY, COHCLUSIOHS AND EEC0MMEM5ATI0NS

Siaamarv and Conclusions

The past few years a trend lias developed in the clinical

area of aother and Infant nnrsinf toward .seeMinf to assist^Vin ■ , ■
laeeting tlie-needs of all tlie famxly dnrxng tte reproductive
cycle, Whe nurse often develops'an, iatiiaate relationslixp witli
tlie motlier and stares tte problems of the family.

The nurse

needs to understand the changes reproduction brings about in
the family in order to. help the birth of a baby t© be: a mean*.ingful and pleasant experience for -every member of , the family*:
Dne member of many fami-lies is the child# .How,does.'he ..change .
^en a sibling is bom?.,

Literature indicates■that jealousy in young children is,

■

.a no.rH^l" - .reaction to the'threat of the''- -los.s. of;maternal affec-*

tion.

Jealousy produces tension/'^.ich may be manifested^in- .a

■

variety of reactions vftiich occur, with increased intensity when. .
a ehi'ld perceives' that his parental relationship ,i.s threatened#

Jealousy of a sibling appears to'be more strong .and,,,
painful in 'young dependent -children' and to. gradually lessen
as th.e child reaches middle childhood viien he is apt to 'View a- ■
new sibling-With more o.£ a paternal attitude and reduced hostil'^''

■

■ '

• ■

,

diisiBig .i>re<giiaacf' ■

Motiiers elisB-fe lia
aBS

m

more penaaBeatly to^r<S tlie' ciitM at the Mrtlt of a

'■s4blinf»

This, oliaiige Of Interest la. tte motlier' fs .a real loss ■ ■

for'.a young ctild.

Preparing flie cMli. for tMs loss is ■irery, ■

■little consolation.

case ■studies of a.'eliild*s' , reactions

at the bj.rth of a sibling reveal a pronounced change of behavior

in both children, . . One ■ was helped by the' parents ^and the. other .

by a ■.psychiatrist, . ■ . . ■ , ■,■ ; ■ , ' ■ ■ ■

, fciterature also indicates ■, that- jealousy, in yotang .children
may begin with the birth of the sibling but research about the

child's feelings at this'.tiiie.i-s .difficult to find,'.

The purpose of this investifation. was .to ■see .if,, -through . '
.the xise of .story proj active .fables, data could .be-obtained about

the.. cha-nges .in selected sensitive psychological areas of the . ^ '
only child ■uhen a sibling is born,

fhe .basic -assumptions of the investigation stateds.,

There'

are significant changes in the. selected sensitive psychological.'
areas of the only child itdien a sibling is born and these can be
identified and measured%

Children could be selected for study

had not suffe.red .previous tra-uas yai-eh 'would bias -pieir .
responses to the story projectiv® fables.,: '

frojeetive' stO'-ri-es .from -tfee- fine Revision of. the Pe,®pe-rt.
.fables were used to fom brief tests of idie sensitive psycho*' logical areas of parental rejection/sibling rivalry, dependency

, . " :

.

/

■ ,

.

.

, .. ■ 50 :

and aggression/^aosfcilltY. ifftese..tests were fiifem,: ■IsQtt before,

and ate' ,weeks after tfee MrtJi, of a sibiinf, to. flftY otiildrea , ,
froi'i families

tlie. Santa Clara ¥ailey.. .Criteria used in

selecting the cnxldr'. n liiaited the subjects to : those •■^O: were

o3d enough to talk, English ..spea3£.lag., uhder, the; age. .O.f ■ siss.. .

years aitd having no known, defomity.*., ■ Each. was. the. .only child ; .

o.f aa. intact/family

.anticipated .the M..rth of a baby* ■ fhe..

economic level of the families was about the same., fathers' .

being ersiployed as skilled %/orkm6n in industry,

. . The children's: responses to- ''the's.tO'ry projectiyefables ;
were studied for the presence or absence of the psychodynamic
representing the selected sensitive psychological area, judgf-

mcnt being based on the work of Pexxotto with young elementary
school children* . . Z£ the. ^psychodynamic were present a s:core:"of 1,

bhe projeGtive. " .sto.ry. and if not a score of #.* / The
scores were added together for the proj ect-ve stories of each

test or psychodynams c for every ehild and the score, before-the, ./ ,
birth of the siblxng was,paired with the sco.re ■after phe birth -

of the ■baby to find-the mean; difference of the paired. respo-nses
for eO'Ch test.or .psychodynami-c,; ..from-the mean'-differences ,the ■ ■ '

Significance, ot difference-.was..obtained, by us.inf;the t .score.'i
The increase in all three psyehodynaraics O'r -selected
sen-sitive psychol-ogical areas was highly significant at the 1per cent level.

This'increase in the presence ;©!- all three '

■ »EHNIER RADCLSFF.e MEMORIAL LIBRAHY'^
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
LOMA LINDA, CALIFORNIA

ps
sychodynrjnics,

as deti^xi^aetl ttaougli fhm «se'of st^ox-y projee—

fabies,.. ms psrobalaly-sto-fe caased by'cbaace#. bat, ■ siftcia ;

oi:±;er variaMes iiere lield- cosist.ant, by .tlie Mrtii-of tlte sibling,
This saggosfcs that children do change at toe birbli of a sibling
and', that,bliis change ■can be. measnred-f : ■ •/ ■ ' ■

Recommendations

■

Many parents have the idea, from reading about jealousy,

that, th® olde^ child'should ,b'e prepared'for .■the-arrival 'of, the '
new baby.

Often notification of the impending event is all

that is done to- help the child during, thxs great change in his

eiivironmeat,#, ■
■ Ih© .nurse in ,a■doctor*© office, a cllnto# or,a public
health service is in a position xdiere she may be able to

guide parents* ■thinhlng toward planning for the older child"
iSien a new baby Is brought Into- the home:,. ■" If-the; parents are-., ,

encouraged to, 'Ssatcti their oider child, with tenderness,- in ,■ ■
.order to- -.find -out-how'he changes and -what he. 'feels-and the
parents discuss these observations v/ith the nurse, insight may

be gained through ■ discussion and .plans may .form,'clearly with'^,,., ■ ,-•
out obvious 'direction.

Generally, as brought -out by prevxous researeh,, ■ there

are three very important ways for parents to help a child

when a sibling enters the home, - fhese are by having a warm:
, and consistent parent-Ghild relationship., by,,maintaining an,.„.

■■

environment^ in ■yaich the gMM is able to express himself, and
by helping the child maxe some identification with the parent
, #f tbe same sex*

'

Some parents may need specific guidance from the nurse
lAich would help them understand and develop these three
important ways to assist their child at the birth of a sibling*- ,;
Material on these topics is available in literature, however,

brief exau^les of specific suggestions follows

Warm parent-child relationships can be encouraged by
having the parents try to feel ^at the child feels, and at

times of stress, put this into words for the child? by having
the parents set a certain time for the child each day ^ich is

the child's time alone with the parent? by encouraging the

parents to share warm body contacts wifch the ..childt-'and .by

■

having the parents give recognition for accomplishments of
the child, : ■

An environment in tidiich the child can express himself
also involves setting limits for the child in the environment*

Encourage parents to plan to accept all verbal expressions of

the child in'the home, .even if these expressxons hurt* , Mien
the child attempts to express his feelings verbally in public,
the parents should ask the child to wait and tell them how he

feels'later at home#.' . No child should'-be-allowed^ to.hurt'■■ ■anether

meiaber of the family physically or to destroy property.

The

:

^

;■

'

■ ■■ ■■ ■

parents need, to understand liow to redirect tbis type of action
hj giving' tbe child a doll and telling the child to pretend
the doll is the person he is angry with and to show how he feels
about that bad "person ^jdlth the doll.

Expression of feeling by

the child can also be redirected tliroiigh finger painting, build

ing with clay, pounding activities and plhiy acting.
Identification with the parent of the same sex can be- . . . ■

nurtured by having parents suggest play activities to the child
which simulate the real life activities of that parent.,, and by.

having the parent and child wear mother and daughter dresses or

father and son shirts*. , .It ie heually ea.sier for the girl:.tb-.be' with the mother and imitate her than it is for the boy to learn
the sifays of hxs father. .
■ .Additional research is needed la all areas of sibling,

relationships.

Many of the most potable studies of sibling

rivalry, used today, were completed on a small population and / "
done twenty or thirty years ago.. .
©ne area in which research is difficult to find is the

older child's feelings at the time a sibling is born,

©lis

study examined only three psychodynamics in .fifty children

ranging between three and six years of age,

I'he feelings of

•

children younger than three, xAom research would suggest might,
be affected even more, need study.

The reactions of children

in different environments to the birth of a sibling need study

■ ;.S4
and cojcaparlsoa.

How does the child idio has been exposed to

trauma such as chronxc illness, physical deformxty or sepa-

4.acxon froia one parenc react to che birth o£ 'a sibliiif? ,©oes:'.
^ie'child Xroia a brofeen home teacx: more to the birth of'a-

Sibling?

The reactions of ciiildren from different cultural

groups need study and comparison. Furtlier study of the
influence of sex on the child's reactions coward the birth

• Of a sibling reiaaina to be cdmpleted*'
Measurement of the preschool .child's reactions' needs'

further invescigation# '©ifferent, tests, should be studied and ■ ■

compared. Hew tests %Siich investigate a range of reactions

a-,ght give more insight into the child's feelings,'.at the time
a sibling enters the.home.

.
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APPENDIX

PINS SEVISIOH OP THE DESPEBT PABSSS

gable one. A daddy and a laomy bird, and tbeir little

birdie are asleep in a nest on the branch, oi a tree. All of
a sudden a, big wind blows? it sbalces the tree and the nest
falls on the ground. The three birds awaben all of a'sudden.

The 'daddy flies quickly to one pine tree, and moiraoiy to another
pine tree. The little bird knows how to fly, What is the
little bird going to do?

gable two. Daddy and moinray are celebrating the day
'Ssftien they were aiarried. They love each other and they have
arranged a beautiful party. During the party, the boy (girl) .
gets up and goes all by himself (herself) to the end of the

garden, 'Why do you suppose he (she) did this?
Fable three. In a field there is a mommy sheep'and her

little iairib. The little laiab bounces around all day near his
(her) mommy. Every night his (her) mommy gives him (her) some
good warm milk, which he (she) likes very much. But he (she)
can already eat grass. One day his (her) mommy says to him
(her): "You don't need milk any more? you go and eat some nice
fresh grass," What do you think the little lamb is going to do?

Fable four. A little bear has a very, very nice dream*
He (she) dreams he (she) can become anything he (she) wants to.

He (she) can become big and strong 'like his (her) papa, or just
a little bit stronger like his (her) older brother, or nice

and kind like his (her) mommy, or little and weak like his (her)
baby brother.. What do you suppose he (she) is- going to become?

Fable five. A dog goes crazy and bites his (her) daddy
.and his (her) mommy and all his (her) brothers and sisters.

Who gets hurt the most?^

^Euben Pine, "tJse of Despert Pables (Revised Porm) in
Diagnostic Work with Children," .Rorshach Research Exchange and
Journal of Proleotive Technicmes. 12:106, 1948.
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gable six.

On a fam tbere is a little baby calf and

bis (her) moiratiY the cow. The calf plays all day with his (her)
laoiamy. Whenever he (she) asks for it his (her) moEsmy gives him
(her) some good xvarm milk.

Bnn h© (she) is .old enough to eat

grass. One day the farmer brings the mommy a teeny weeny little
calf
for two,
for tw3?
grass."

is very liimgry. But mommy does not have enough milk
,
so she says to the bigger calfs "1 haven't enough milk
you, you are bigger, you go and eat some nice fresh
What do you think the calf is goxng to do?

Fable seven. One day a Ixctle boy (girl) was walking xn
the woods. A fairy came up to hxm (her) and saids "Make a WiSh?

you can have anything you. like.,"
■ (she) makes?

What wish do you suppose he
, -

Fable eight. Somebody in the family took a traxn and
went far, far away, and walJ never come back, WhO: xs xt? .

if

Fable nine. ■ A child says softly. t© .hiaseli (herself)s
Oh, I'm afraidl" What do you suppose he (she) is afraid of?

. Fable ten. A boy (girl) has a little elephant which he
(she) likes very mu,ch,, and whxch is very pretty with his long

trunk.

One day when he (she) comes back from school, he (she)

comes .into his (her) room'.and finds that his .(her) .elephant,
has changed. How do you .suppose it has changed? ■
'Fable eleven. One afternoon a boy (girl) eome.s home
f.roa\ school. The neighbor lady tells him (.her) that his Cher)

mommy has gone away for a ^lile with daddyf he (she) does not
know «Sien monmiy will come back. What do you suppose he; (she.) ■
does? '

.

■Fable twelve. A family of deer is runniag. In the woods*
Suddenly a hunter comes along and shoots and kills one of themif
but the others don't get'hurt. Who do you suppose is killed?

- Fable tlii-utc-en. A boy (girl) wakes up one morning very
happy, and sayss 'Oh, ^at a'wonderful dream .fhadi" What do
you suppose he (she) has dreamed?

Fable fouxheen.

A boy (girl) has made .something with

clay--a tower—which he (she) thinks Is very, very pretty.
What 'is-he (she) goxng to do with it?

FabXe fif-teen. A boy (girl) and bis morany (ber daddy)
, went for a nice walk in tbe park all by tbeiiiselves», They bad
a lot of fan together. When be (she) comes borne the boy (girl)
finds that daddy (mommy) is angry. Why is be (she) angry?
Fable sixteen. Teacher calls a boy (girl) tO' the front

of the room one day. She tells bim (her) that be (she) must go
borne rrgbt away because sometbing terrible bas happened. Wbat
do you suppose bas happened?

Fable seventeen. A boy (girl) bas made a very pretty
drawing with crayons. His (her) moiamy asks bim (her) to give

it to ber. Do you think be (she) is going to give it to ber?^
Fable eigbte.o».»

One morning a boy (grrl) wakes up very

tired, and be (she) sayss "Ob, what a bad dream I bad:" ' t€iat
do you suppose be (she) bas dreamed?

Fable, nineteen. A boy (girl) comes back from school

and bis (ber) mommy tells bim (ber)s "pon*t begin your homework
right away, I have sometbing to tell you." Ifbat do you suppose
the mommy is going to tell bim (ber)?

.Fable twenty. In a country far, far away a daddy and a
mommy and their two children'are living. There is so little
food that they are all hungry. Daddy and raonamy tbinlc that
they will have to send one child awayj but they love tb.e older
(child) and they love the younger (child) and they talk and

talk about ^at to do. What do you suppose they will do?^

^Ibxd.. p. 107.
%bid.. p.
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ABSTRACT

A study was undertaken to see if, through the use of
story projective fahles, data could be obtained about the

Change in selected senslti-^e psychological areas ei as only -'
Child 'liies a sxhlxng is bom*
Projective stories from the Pise Revision of the

...

Pespert Fables were used to form brief tests of the sensitive

psychological areas of parental rejection/sibling rivalry,

; dependency and aggressionAostility, These, tests were given#.- ■
bO'th befo.re.and -ste' .weeks after the birth ■o.f .a 'sxbling,-''to ^

fifty children from families in the Santa Clara Valley, ■ .V
Criteria used in selecting the children limited the subjects

to those who were old enough to talk- English speaking, under
the age of six years and having no known deformity.

Bach was

the only child of an intact family iho anticipated the bxrth
of a baby,

the -economic level o-f the families was about the

same since the fathers were employed as skilled workmen in ,industry.

The children,'s responses to the story projective fables

were studied for

presence - or absence of the psychodynamic." .

representing the selected sensitive p,syeholOfic.al area,' .judgment
being based on the work of Peixotto with young elementary school

children*

l.f the'pnychod.ynami,c were present a sco.re -of. 1 wa's ■ '

. . ' ■ 4i ■

for tlx# projeetive s.torf':aiid if Rofe a score ©f 0, flie .
scores ^ere added togetlier for tlie projective storiea of eacli

test or psycliodynamic for every cliild and the score .fcefore the

birth of the sibling ms paired with; the score .after the birth
of- th'^ baby to fxnd the mean diflorence of th'^ paxxed co^ponses
for each test or psychodynamic.

From the mean difference the

significance of difference was obtained by using the t score,
fhe increase in all -three psychodynaraics--or .s-electeci

.

.sensitive psychological areas was highly significant and at
'the 1 per cent l"vel.

This tncr-ease In the' -iiesence of all

.three psyohodynamies., as ■.detemtnsd' through the use .©£ .storv
proj ective-fables# was probably .not cax-tsed by chance# but,

since itany other variables were held constant# by the bLrth

of the sibling.

This vwuld suggest that childxea do change

at the birth of a sibling and that this, change can be measured#
.

airses are in a- po.sitioa to xnxt ate. and nurcxre

parents' xoterest in helpxng thexr rhilti during tnis great
change in .his environn^ent and la hiiaself.,. Xfurses should assist

parents in-finding out how' their .o-lder child feels and in

u!nli?»*ing factors indxcated by research to assist the child . .
with.his feelings at this txme,

.

Additional .researeh. about the- feelings and adjustraent

of a child at the birth of a sibling is needed.

.;

.

